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The French President Hollande and Putin and Chancelor Merkel Talked 
To set up a forthcoming Fromat Normandie

Paris, Washington DC, 16.10.2016, 23:08 Time

USPA NEWS - The President of the Republic, President Putin and Chancellor Merkel held talks two days agoThey worked together
to create the conditions for a summit in Normandie format that could be organized very soon in Berlin. They agreed on the need that
such a meeting would be constructive and useful.

The President of the Republic, President Putin and Chancellor Merkel held talks today.
 
They worked together to create the conditions for a summit in Normandie format that could be organized very soon in Berlin. They
agreed on the need that such a meeting would be constructive and useful in the context of a resolution of the crisis in eastern Ukraine.
 
The main parameters are known. On the field, they go through a sustainable cease-fire, accelerated disengagement operations and
unhindered access to the observation mission of the OSCE to the border. Politically, they require that the local elections are held in the
framework and respect the law of Ukraine and the OSCE standards. The President Francois Hollande and the Chancellor Angela
Merkel, also will meet tomorrow with the Ukrainian President Poroshenko.Source Elysee
See also article : JEAN MARC AYRAULT MEETS HIS COUNTERPARTS OF FORMAT NORMANDIE & SET A NEW AGENDA
TALKS RESUME FOR PEACE IN UKRAINE- http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7294/jean-marc-ayrault-meets-his-counterparts-of-
format-normandie-und-set-a-new-agenda.html FORMAT NORMANDIE AIMS TO ACHIEVE RESTORATION OF SECURITY IN
UKRAIN PRESIDENT HOLLANDE SAID TO POROCHENKO and http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-8922/format-normandie-aims-to-
achieve-restoration-of-security-in-ukraine.html
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